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Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms promise agreement on a correct value, even if a subset of processes can deviate from the algorithm arbitrarily. While these algorithms provide strong guarantees in theory, in practice, protocol bugs and implementation mistakes may still cause them to go wrong. This paper introduces ByzzFuzz, a simple yet effective method for automatically finding errors in implementations of Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms through randomized testing. ByzzFuzz detects fault-tolerance bugs by injecting randomly generated network and process faults into their executions. To navigate the space of possible process faults, ByzzFuzz introduces small-scope message mutations which mutate the contents of the protocol messages by applying small changes to the original message either in value (e.g., by incrementing the round number) or in time (e.g., by repeating a proposal value from a previous message). We find that small-scope mutations, combined with insights from the testing and fuzzing literature, are effective at uncovering protocol logic and implementation bugs in real-world fault-tolerant systems.

We implemented ByzzFuzz and applied it to test the production implementations of two popular blockchain systems, Tendermint and Ripple, and an implementation of the seminal PBFT protocol. ByzzFuzz detected several bugs in the implementation of PBFT, a potential liveness violation in Tendermint, and materialized two theoretically described vulnerabilities in Ripple’s XRP Ledger Consensus Algorithm. Moreover, we discovered a previously unknown fault-tolerance bug in the production implementation of Ripple, which is confirmed by the developers and fixed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithms help replicate services on a set of distributed nodes in a fault-tolerant manner, even if a subset of nodes deviates from the protocol arbitrarily. These algorithms are at the core of many distributed systems, including consortium-based blockchain
systems, such as Tendermint [Buchman 2016], Hyperledger [Androulaki et al. 2018], Libra [Baudet et al. 2019], Ripple [Schwartz et al. 2014] and Stellar [Mazieres 2015].

To ensure the correct functioning of these systems, it is crucial that consensus algorithms are designed and implemented correctly. Mistakes can lead to serious reliability and security problems, such as forking a blockchain cluster, in which rogue nodes can commit conflicting transactions allowing them to spend their funds twice or allowing attackers to render the entire system inoperable.

In principle, Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) algorithms offer strong protection against such attacks. Even seemingly minor mistakes may compromise the algorithm’s core guarantees in executions with subtle network and process faults. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that a string of recent theoretical analyses of BFT algorithms discovered several adversary scenarios that violate correctness [Abraham et al. 2017; Amores-Sesar et al. 2020; Amoussou-Guenou et al. 2019; Berger et al. 2021; Kim et al. 2019; Mauri et al. 2020; Momose 2019], suggesting many more unknown cases.

Despite these concerns, we surprisingly still lack automated methods for checking Byzantine fault-tolerant system implementations. Most existing techniques target concurrency, partition fault tolerance, or benign process fault tolerance bugs.

The common practice for testing large-scale distributed systems is randomized testing, which offers a practical way of searching for bugs. Practitioners test their systems by randomly introducing network faults to isolate processes or partition the network [Kingsbury. 2022] or by using a collection of perturbation tools (dubbed monkeys) that randomly inject a set of faults into the executions of production systems [Bennett and Tseitlin 2012; Hadoop. 2009; Pogde et al. 2020; Rosenthal 2017]. These techniques have been shown to uncover many bugs in large-scale distributed systems successfully. Moreover, recent work [Majumdar and Niksic 2018] provided a theoretical explanation for the success of random testing in detecting partition fault tolerance bugs. However, these techniques fail to explore the system’s behavior under arbitrary or malicious process behavior and, therefore, cannot detect Byzantine fault tolerance bugs.

In this paper, we aim to address the need for a practical testing tool for checking Byzantine fault-tolerant systems against arbitrary process faults. We present ByzzFuzz, a method for finding fault-tolerance bugs in the implementations of consortium-based Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithms. Motivated by the effectiveness of random testing for detecting network and benign process fault tolerance bugs, ByzzFuzz aims to detect Byzantine fault tolerance bugs in a randomly generated set of test executions with arbitrary process faults.

To navigate the enormous space of possible process faults, ByzzFuzz introduces the notion of small-scope mutations to protocol messages which, together with three key insights from the testing and fuzzing literature, i.e., fault-bounded testing, round-based fault injection, and structure-aware mutations, allow us to uncover deep logic and implementation bugs in real-world protocols.

**Fault-bounded testing.** First, ByzzFuzz samples from the set of system executions only with a bounded number of network faults, which may drop messages, and Byzantine process faults, which may omit or corrupt messages. Motivated by the effectiveness of bounded testing approaches such as context bounding [Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007], delay bounding [Emmi et al. 2011], and bug depth bounding [Burckhardt et al. 2010; Kulahcioglu Ozkan et al. 2018], we bound the number of faults in an execution. Fault-bounding captures the intuition that a high number of fault-tolerance bugs manifest in the existence of a small number of deviations from the synchrony of the network and the correct functioning of the processes.

**Round-based testing.** Second, following previous work on the correctness analysis of crash-fault consensus algorithms [Aminof et al. 2018; Bertrand et al. 2019; Damian et al. 2019; Dragoi et al.
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[2020, 2014; Tsuchiya and Schiper 2011], we structure both network faults and Byzantine process faults in terms of the communication rounds in the protocols. Hence, we do not lose or mutate individual messages, but we drop or mutate all messages sent in a randomly chosen communication round. Round-based fault injection has several advantages: First, it allows us to deal with message retransmissions effectively. If a single message is lost, the sender process will often try resending it, rendering the injected network fault ineffective. In contrast, round-based network errors will drop all messages corresponding to the logical protocol step. Similarly, round-based process faults allows us to send the same incorrect message to multiple processes in the same round, making it more likely to produce split-brain scenarios. Second, round-based fault injection makes it easier to reproduce a faulty execution and analyze it for debugging. Regardless of the delivery order of messages, ByzzFuzz injects the faults in the same execution rounds given the same random seed. Finally, round-based fault injection reduces the sample set of executions and hence increases the probability of hitting a specific execution [Dragoi et al. 2020].

Structure-aware mutations. Third, ByzzFuzz uses structure-aware mutations to corrupt the messages sent by a Byzantine process. Corrupting a message by applying bit-level corruptions on the serialized representation of a message is likely to corrupt the message’s formatting, leading to the discovery of deserialization and parsing bugs. However, by only exercising parsing logic, these corruptions fail to test deeper implementation logic behavior that occurs upon receipt of the tampered message. Inspired by the high-level mutations used in input fuzz testing [Padhye et al. 2019; Park et al. 2020; Pham et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2020], we mutate messages by either omitting them or modifying them using high-level, structure-preserving mutations. High-level mutations provide syntactically valid protocol messages that deviate from normal protocol execution (e.g., a syntactically correct protocol message with an incorrect sequence number), allowing us to discover deep implementation logic bugs.

Small-scope mutations. Finally, we introduce small-scope mutations, which mutate the contents of the protocol messages by applying small changes to the original values of the message fields. Inspired by the small-scope hypothesis for testing [Jackson and Damon 1996], we argue that a high proportion of fault-tolerance bugs can be found via small modifications of the original messages, either in value (e.g., by incrementing the round number) or in time (e.g., by repeating a proposal value from a previous message). Our intuition for small-scope mutations is twofold. First, incorrect values close to the correct value are more likely to remain in the valid interval of expected values and, therefore, not to be ignored. Second, they capture boundary values between the protocol rounds. For example, increasing/decreasing an index number can correspond to the correct value to a previous/following protocol round, and it is more likely to exercise faulty protocol logic than replacing it with an arbitrary number (see Section 3).

Contributions. Based on the key ideas above, we implemented ByzzFuzz and applied it to test the implementations of two popular blockchain systems, Tendermint and Ripple, as well as the classic PBFT protocol. Our experiments show that ByzzFuzz’s combination of a bounded number of structure-aware, small-scope message mutations, and round-based testing yields the first practical tool that can detect previously unknown bugs in production blockchain systems. In our evaluation, all the protocol bugs discovered via arbitrary mutations could also be found via small-scope mutations. Moreover, some of the violations require small-scope mutations and cannot be discovered by adding larger perturbations, including a new bug we detected in Ripple. ByzzFuzz detected a known protocol vulnerability in PBFT, several bugs in an implementation of the protocol we found on GitHub, as well as several executions with a potential violation of termination in Tendermint. ByzzFuzz also materialized two previously known protocol vulnerabilities in

1The source code of ByzzFuzz is available in the accompanying artifact [Winter et al. 2023].
Ripple [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020], where ByzzFuzz exposed a new scenario which, unlike the known one, subverts Ripple’s detection of Byzantine nodes, allowing the Byzantine process to go undetected. Finally, ByzzFuzz discovered a previously unknown implementation bug in the production implementation of Ripple. To sum up, our contributions are the following:

- We present ByzzFuzz, a randomized test case generator for detecting bugs in Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms. The novelty of ByzzFuzz lies in our integration of several insights for tackling the sample set of process faults and building an automated testing algorithm that is simple yet effective at detecting fault-tolerance bugs. As far as we are aware, ByzzFuzz is the first automated testing tool that managed to discover previously unknown Byzantine fault-tolerance bugs in production blockchain systems.
- We propose small-scope semantic mutations to protocol messages for modeling arbitrary process faults and empirically show that they are effective at discovering the vulnerabilities of Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus systems.
- We materialized two previously known protocol vulnerabilities in Ripple and discovered a previously unknown implementation bug in the production implementation of Ripple, which is confirmed by the developers and fixed.

2 BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANT ALGORITHMS

In this section, we provide our assumptions for the distributed system model and briefly describe Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithms together with their correctness properties.

2.1 System Model

We consider a system with a set of distributed processes and an arbitrary number of clients that communicate over a network. We assume the Byzantine process fault model, i.e., a faulty process can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol specification [Lamport et al. 1982]. We refer to the Byzantine processes as faulty and the other processes as correct.

We limit the strength of a faulty process by assuming that it is computationally bounded and unable to break the cryptographic algorithms employed in the protocol. Therefore, an adversary process: (i) cannot guess a random number and cannot decrypt messages unless it has the key, (ii) cannot produce a valid signature of another process, (iii) can only send messages with its own identity, (iv) cannot compute the information hashed into a digest, and (v) cannot compute two different messages producing the same digest.

Our testing approach assumes that the network satisfies the assumptions of the distributed system under test. In this work, we focus on Byzantine fault tolerant consensus algorithms, in particular, PBFT, Tendermint, and Ripple, which assume a variant of a partially synchronous network [Dwork et al. 1988] that behaves eventually synchronous. Therefore, we assume the processes communicate over an eventually synchronous network can behave asynchronously, i.e., arbitrarily delay or drop the messages for some duration of time. However, it eventually behaves synchronously and delivers all the messages within a fixed time-bound, which is unknown to the processes. Recovery of the network after some periods of asynchrony avoids the famous FLP impossibility result [Fischer et al. 1985] for asynchronous networks, which can indefinitely delay messages. The model provides a realistic network assumption widely accepted in the design of distributed consensus algorithms [Cachin and Vukolic 2017].

2.2 Byzantine Fault Tolerant Consensus

Distributed consensus algorithms (or protocols) define a set of rules that determine how the cluster of processes reaches agreement for choosing a common value out of a set of proposed
values. Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) protocols achieve agreement in the presence of Byzantine or malicious processes that display arbitrary behavior.

Consensus protocols are typically designed as a sequence of communication rounds in each of which the processes exchange some messages regarding some steps of the decision process. In each round, the processes send messages, then receive messages that are sent to them and update their local states accordingly. Typically, a proposer (or leader) node starts the protocol execution by proposing a transaction to commit with a specific sequence number. After the leader broadcasts the proposal, the participants exchange messages to vote for the proposal. As an example, we provide a brief overview of the seminal PBFT algorithm.

The PBFT Algorithm. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [Castro and Liskov 1999] is a seminal consensus algorithm that provides distributed agreement in a cluster of processes in the existence of malicious (or Byzantine) processes. PBFT tolerates Byzantine faulty processes, which can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol specification, in a network of at least $3f + 1$ processes. An execution of PBFT is decomposed into views in each of which one of the processes acts as the leader. In each view, the leader executes a sequence of client operations. For each client request, the leader broadcasts a proposal, which is followed by two rounds of message exchanges in which the participants vote for the proposal. If they make agreement on the proposal, they process the operation and return the reply to the client. The processes keep the total order of executed client operations in their message logs. PBFT ensures that the correct processes agree on their logs.

Figure 1a shows the normal case execution of PBFT where the cluster processes a client request in the fault-free scenario. When a client requests an operation by sending a REQUEST, the leader process (here p0) collects some rounds of votes from the processes to issue the requested operation.

In the PRE-PREPARE round, the leader assigns the sequence number $n$ to the request $m$ and multicasts it in a message $\langle\text{PRE-PREPARE}, v, n, d, m\rangle$, containing the current view number $v$, the sequence number $n$, and a digest $d$ of the request, which serves as a checksum. A process accepts PRE-PREPARE if the message is in the current view $v$, the sequence number is in the expected interval, and the process has not accepted another request for the same sequence number. The processes that accept PRE-PREPARE move to the PREPARE round and multicast $\langle\text{PREPARE}, v, n, d, i\rangle$, where $i$ is the sender’s process-id. A process collecting at least $2f + 1$ matching PREPARE messages multicasts $\langle\text{COMMIT}, v, n, d, i\rangle$ to all processes. When a process collects $2f + 1$ matching commit messages, it executes the request $m$ and sends REPLY to the client. A request is considered to be completed when the client receives at least $f + 1$ matching replies from different replicas. The protocol offers an optimization for improving the performance of read-only operations, which requires the clients to receive at least $2f + 1$ matching responses to accept a result.

If a process suspects that the current leader in view $v$ is faulty, e.g., when it detects a time-out while executing a request, the process can start a VIEW-CHANGE round to select the new leader for view $v + 1$. We omit the description of the VIEW-CHANGE and NEW-VIEW rounds for brevity.

2.3 Properties of Byzantine Consensus

The correctness properties of BFT consensus protocols are given as [Cachin et al. 2011]:

- **Termination.** Every correct process eventually decides on some value.
- **Validity.** A correct process may only decide a value that was proposed by a correct process.
- **Integrity.** No correct process decides twice.
- **Agreement.** No two correct processes decide differently.

The correct design and implementation of BFT consensus algorithms ensure the safety properties of validity, integrity, and agreement in the executions with a certain amount of faulty processes.
They ensure the liveness property of termination under the assumption of a (partially) synchronous network [Dwork et al. 1988] to overcome the FLP impossibility result [Fischer et al. 1985] for asynchronous networks. In this work, we check for the safety properties of validity, integrity, and agreement, as well as the liveness properties of termination and the completion of a client request.

3 OVERVIEW

In this section, we demonstrate how ByzzFuzz discovers bugs using example violations that we detected in our empirical evaluation. We describe (i) two executions of PBFT [Castro and Liskov 1999], one of which exposes a bug in the PBFT protocol and another one that detects a bug in an implementation of PBFT, and (ii) an execution of the XRP Ledger Consensus Algorithm [Schwartz et al. 2014] that uncovers a previously unknown bug in the production implementation of Ripple.

Our first example serves to show that ByzzFuzz can detect bugs using a combination of network and process faults, the second example showcases the detection of a safety violation of agreement, and the third one showcases the detection of a liveness violation of termination in the existence of a single process fault. Apart from the omission faults in the first example, both agreement and liveness violations manifest under process faults that corrupt the message fields with small perturbations to their original values, which we refer to as small-scope mutations.

For each example, we provide the fault configuration randomly generated by ByzzFuzz that detects the bug, and then we describe the execution with the violation.

3.1 Example Violations of Consensus in PBFT

Violation of liveness in the PBFT Algorithm. ByzzFuzz produced the violation of liveness given in Figure 1b, using two different fault configurations. The produced executions realize a known violation described in [Berger et al. 2021]. The violation prevents the client process from completing its request under the read-only optimization.

ByzzFuzz fault configurations. In the first test execution that detects the violation, ByzzFuzz injects two process omission faults into the randomly selected rounds, PRE-PREPARE and REPLY, respectively. The omissions prevent the PRE-PREPARE message from being delivered to $p_3$ in the
first round and the \texttt{REPLY} message from being delivered to the client in the reply round. In the second one, \texttt{ByzzFuzz} randomly generates a network partition fault and a process fault. It injects the network partition fault to isolate the randomly selected process \(p_3\) from the rest of the cluster in the \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} round and injects a process fault to omit or corrupt the \texttt{REPLY} message.

\textit{The buggy execution.} Figure 1b illustrates the violation showing the omitted or lost messages by dotted red arrows. In the \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} round, \(p_3\) does not receive the \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} message to process a request; therefore, it does not participate in the rest of the execution. However, \(p_2\) and \(p_3\) progress in the following rounds by collecting \(2f + 1\) \texttt{PREPARE} messages followed by \(2f + 1\) \texttt{COMMIT} messages. After they commit, \(p_2\) and \(p_3\) send \texttt{REPLY} to the client. However, the faulty process \(p_0\) omits the reply and prevents the client from receiving \(f + 1\) matching replies and completing the request. This results in a failed request that cannot be resolved by a synchronous network (\(p_0\) can repeatedly omit the reply) or by a view change request (\(p_0\) can block a view-change as it is active to the other processes).

\textbf{Violation of agreement in the PBFT implementation.} \texttt{ByzzFuzz} discovered a bug in the implementation of PBFT in [Cao, 2020] by injecting a single randomly generated Byzantine process fault into the execution. The bug causes the processes to fail to agree on their logs of executed client operations.

\textbf{\texttt{ByzzFuzz} fault configuration.} \texttt{ByzzFuzz} detected the bug by injecting a single Byzantine process fault with a \textit{small-scope message mutation} into a single round of the protocol execution. \texttt{ByzzFuzz} randomly selects the faulty process, the subset of processes to receive faulty messages, and the protocol round to inject the fault. In the execution that triggers the violation, the faulty process \(p_0\) sends an incorrect \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} message to \(p_3\). Instead of \(<\langle\texttt{PRE-PREPARE}, v, n, d\rangle, m\rangle\), it sends \(<\langle\texttt{PRE-PREPARE}, v, n+1, d\rangle, m\rangle\) with an incorrectly incremented sequence id.

\textit{The buggy execution.} Figure 2 illustrates the execution, which processes two client requests \(r_1\) and \(r_2\). We mark the sequence number and the client operation processed in a message as a tuple \((v, n)\). Upon receiving \(r_1\), \(p_0\) assigns the sequence number \(n = 0\) to \(r_1\) and multicasts \(<\langle\texttt{PRE-PREPARE}, v = 1, n = 0, d\rangle, r_1\rangle\). \texttt{ByzzFuzz} injects a process fault in this round and applies a small-scope mutation to the message sent to \(p_3\). Instead of the correct message, it sends the message to \(p_3\) with an incremented sequence number (shown by the red arrow). The process \(p_3\), which has not accepted another proposal for \(n = 1\), accepts the proposal. While the others send \texttt{PREPARE} messages for \(<\langle\texttt{PRE-PREPARE}, v, n, d\rangle, m\rangle\), it incorrectly prepares for \(<\langle\texttt{PRE-PREPARE}, v, 1, d\rangle, m\rangle\). However, it does not receive any matching \texttt{PREPARE} messages and does not progress. Meanwhile, the other processes accept and commit the operation requested at \(r_1\) at the sequence number \(n = 0\). The client also completes the request since it receives at least \(f + 1\) matching replies. Upon receiving the second request \(r_2\), \(p_0\) sends \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} message for \(r_2\) with the sequence number \(n = 1\). This time, all processes, including \(p_3\), progress for \(n = 1\) and commit the operation requested at \(r_2\). However, \(p_3\) commits the operation of \(r_1\) at \(n = 1\), while the other processes commit the operation of \(r_2\) at \(n = 1\). The inconsistency of the operation logs violates the agreement property of consensus. The violation is caused by an incorrect implementation of the protocol, which handles the \texttt{PRE-PREPARE} messages incorrectly.

Note that the bug exposes by modeling process faults using \textit{small-scope mutations}, \textit{i.e.}, applying small perturbations to the original message. An execution corrupting the message content with an arbitrary sequence number does not produce the violation since (i) the messages are discarded by the processes if its sequence number is not in an expected interval, and (ii) even if it is the expected interval, the bug does not manifest if the incorrect sequence id does not coincide with the sequence id of a successful subsequent request.
3.2 Example Violations of Consensus in Ripple

**Protocol description.** The XRP Ledger Consensus Protocol of Ripple (XRP LCP) [Schwartz et al. 2014] is developed for the Ripple XRP Ledger, a blockchain-based distributed ledger payment system. The protocol ensures agreement of the processes (also called validators) on the order of blocks of transactions to be appended to the XRP Ledger in an adversarial environment. The protocol tolerates up to \( \frac{f}{3} \) Byzantine processes in a cluster of \( 5f + 1 \) trusted processes.

Figure 3a illustrates the normal case execution of the XRP Ledger consensus protocol. The processes start in the open phase, where they receive transactions from the clients and disseminate them to the other processes (illustrated by the blue arrows in the TX round in Figure 3). Then, the processes run a PROPOSAL and a VALIDATION round to establish consensus on the set of transactions to commit in the next ledger.

The figure shows the execution of the protocol rounds for committing ledger \( i \) and \( i + 1 \). In the PROPOSAL round, the processes send \( \langle \text{PROPOSAL}, \text{txs}, i, \text{pre} \rangle \) containing the set of transactions \( \text{txs} \) they received, the round number of the proposal, and the hash of the last fully validated ledger, respectively. In Figure 3a, all processes propose a ledger containing the blue transaction for the ledger \( i \). The processes move to the VALIDATION round if they reach an agreement with 80% of the trusted processes or a predefined duration of time passes. In the VALIDATION round, the processes close the current ledger, which contains the transaction. They broadcast \( \langle \text{VALIDATION}, \text{id}, \text{txs}, i, \text{pre}, t \rangle \) containing the ledger hash (hash), ledger sequence number (id), the set of transactions to be included (txs), and the hash of the last fully validated ledger (pre). If a process receives matching validations from at least 80% of its trusted processes, it fully validates the ledger and commits the transactions. Otherwise, it moves to the next open phase to collect transactions for the next ledger. In the normal case execution in Figure 3a, all processes agree on the ledger \( i \) containing the requested transaction (shown by the blue arrows). In the later protocol rounds, the processes do not receive any client transactions, and they vote for and validate an empty ledger for the sequence id \( i + 1 \) (shown by the grey arrows).

**Violation of termination in the XRP LCP Algorithm.** ByzzFuzz discovered a previously unknown bug in the implementation of Ripple that manifests as a violation of termination.

**ByzzFuzz fault configuration.** ByzzFuzz detects the bug by injecting a single process fault with a small-scope mutation in a single protocol round. Figure 3b illustrates the process fault and the buggy execution. The faulty process \( p3 \) sends an incorrect message to a subset of processes \( \{p1, p2, p4\} \) in the VALIDATION\(_i\) round for validating a ledger (shown by the red arrows). The injected process fault applies a small-scope mutation on the sequence id of the ledger in the VALIDATION message.
p3 sends the correct message \( \langle \text{VALIDATION}, id, txs, i, \text{pre}, t \rangle \) to the processes \{p0, p5, p6\}, it sends the incorrect message \( \langle \text{VALIDATION}, id, txs, i+1, \text{pre}, t \rangle \) to \{p1, p2, p4\}. Note that the bug exposes using a small-scope message mutation but not in an arbitrary mutation of the message fields.

The buggy execution. The Ripple processes receiving an incorrect VALIDATION message in the VALIDATION round transition into an invalid internal state, which prevents these processes from making further progress. Upon receiving the message, the processes compare the current ledger in the message with their local information in mLastValidLedger, which stores the last validated ledger. The processes receiving the incorrect message have a mismatching sequence id with the ledger for which they already have seen a quorum of 80%. The bug occurs due to insufficient validation of the contents of incoming VALIDATION messages in the handling of VALIDATION messages. We provide more information about the bug in Section 5.3.

Violation of agreement in the XRP LCP Algorithm. ByzzFuzz discovered two different executions that created a fork in the cluster by injecting two process faults into the execution of the protocol. While one of the executions materializes a known vulnerability [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020], the other one uncovers a previously unknown scenario that violates agreement. We describe the violations we detected in our experimental work in Section 5.3.

4 THE BYZZFUZZ TESTING ALGORITHM

ByzzFuzz tests the fault tolerance of BFT consensus implementations by injecting randomly generated network and process faults into the runtime of the protocol execution. Similar to the state-of-the-art automated test generation tools for distributed systems (e.g., Jepsen), it models network faults using network partitions. ByzzFuzz differs from the existing tools by its generation of Byzantine process faults. More specifically, it models Byzantine process faults using structure-preserving small-scope message mutations.

ByzzFuzz inputs and outputs. The input to the ByzzFuzz algorithm is a set of fault-injection parameters along with a set of mutators for protocol messages. The fault-injection parameters are the number of protocol rounds with process faults, the number of protocol rounds with network faults, and the number of protocol rounds among which the faults will be injected. The mutators for protocol messages are accessed through an interface implementation that provides the mutation methods for the protocol messages under test. As output, ByzzFuzz provides the execution trace along with a log stating whether the execution trace violates consensus properties. During the execution with the injection of randomly generated faults, ByzzFuzz records the delivered, dropped, or mutated messages into an execution trace. At the end of the execution, it checks for the consensus properties on the collected execution trace. It reports the violations to the user in a log file listing the delivered, dropped, or mutated messages and stating the violated consensus properties, if any.

The algorithm utilizes the round-based communication structure of consensus protocols to introduce the network and process faults. The round-based communication of the processes [Charron-Bost and Schiper 2009; Elrad and Francez 1982; Moses and Rajsbaum 2002] provide a useful abstraction for analyzing the behaviors of consensus protocols [Aminof et al. 2018; Bertrand et al. 2019; Damian et al. 2019; Dragoi et al. 2020, 2014; Tsuchiya and Schiper 2011]. The executions of consensus protocols are organized as a sequence of lock-step communication rounds in which processes exchange messages following a set of protocol rules. In every round, the processes can (i) send messages to the other processes, (ii) receive and process the messages delivered in that round, and (iii) update their local states accordingly. The protocol rules define the new state of a process and which messages it will send based on its state at the beginning of the round and the messages it receives in the current round. For example, a normal case execution of the PBFT protocol consists of PRE-PREPARE, PREPARE, COMMIT, and REPLY rounds.
Exploiting the round-based execution structure enables protocol logic-aware injection of network and process faults. Consider a testing algorithm that drops or mutates a particular message sent to a process. Typically, the retry mechanism of the protocol implementation resends the same message until it gets a receipt acknowledgement or reaches a maximum number of trials. However, it is unlikely for a naive fault injection algorithm to drop or mutate all retransmissions of the same message. Round-based fault injection drops all retransmissions of the same message *that are sent in the same protocol round*. Similarly, it allows applying the same process fault to the messages delivered in the same round (e.g., omitting all messages or applying the same mutation to the messages delivered to some processes in that round). Delivery of the same incorrect content to a subset of processes can lead to a split-brain scenario, which can be targeted by a faulty process.

Second, sampling faults using a round-based algorithm makes it easier to reproduce a test case execution. While a test execution produced by *ByzzFuzz* involves some nondeterminism in the timing of the message delivery and, therefore, it is not completely deterministic, it injects the same faults into the same logical protocol rounds across different executions of the same test case.

Finally, round-based injection of faults significantly reduces the sample set of executions [Dragoi et al. 2020]. Instead of considering each individual message as a decision point to inject a fault, *ByzzFuzz* considers the protocol rounds as decision points and chooses to corrupt a message based on its logical protocol round, which is much smaller in number than the messages in an execution. Moreover, round-based injection of faults produces structured test executions that are easier to understand and debug [Dragoi et al. 2020].

*ByzzFuzz* further reduces the sample set of test executions by bounding the number of network and process faults in an execution. The bounded testing approach is based on the insight that complex executions that trigger bugs can be minimized to expose the bug within a small bound of some notion. For example, many bugs in concurrent programs expose in a few context switches [Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007], a few deviations from a deterministic scheduler [Emmi et al. 2011], or a few ordering constraints [Burckhardt et al. 2010; Kulahcioglu Ozkan et al. 2018; Niksic 2019]. *ByzzFuzz* adopts bounded testing to limit the exploration of executions with a few network or process faults. Bounding faults also helps in eliminating test executions that cannot make meaningful progress but execute repetitive retrial mechanisms due to frequent faults.

The *ByzzFuzz* algorithm distributes a parametrized number of network and process faults into the execution of the protocol rounds. In the next subsections, we describe how *ByzzFuzz* models the network and process faults and the algorithm for sampling and injecting these faults.

### 4.1 Modeling Network Faults

*ByzzFuzz* tests the behavior of consensus systems under network partition faults [Gilbert and Lynch 2002] that cause network splits between the distributed processes due to the failure of network devices. Network partitioning splits a cluster into multiple blocks so that a process in a block cannot communicate with the processes in the other blocks. Theoretical analysis of the space of executions with network faults [Majumdar and Niksic 2018] shows that a small set of randomly generated network partitions (e.g., by Jepsen [Kingsbury. 2022]) can provide a full coverage of behaviors empirically correlated with fault tolerance bugs.

We use set partitions to model network partition faults and sample from the partitions of a set uniformly at random. A partition of a set $S$ is a collection $B_1, \ldots, B_k$ of nonempty disjoint subsets of $S$ such that $B_1 \cup \ldots \cup B_k = S$ [Mansour 2013]. A partition of a set of processes $\mathcal{P}$ into a number of blocks models a network partitioning such that only the processes in the same block can communicate with each other while they are isolated from the processes in the other blocks.
Example 1. The five possible partitions of the set of processes \{p_0, p_1, p_2\} are given by \{\{p_0, p_1, p_2\}\}, \{\{p_0, p_1\}, \{p_2\}\}, \{\{p_0, p_2\}, \{p_1\}\}, \{\{p_0\}, \{p_1, p_2\}\}, and \{\{p_0\}, \{p_1\}, \{p_2\}\}. The first network partition is equivalent to a non-faulty network where all the messages between all pairs of processes are delivered. The last partition isolates all processes from each other, disabling the delivery of messages. Consider the second partition as an example. It isolates \(p_2\), while \(p_0\) and \(p_1\) can communicate with each other. Partitioning the network with this configuration will disable the messages sent from or to \(p_2\) and the other processes can form a quorum to progress in the protocol execution. A similar scenario happens in Figure 1b, where the partition in the first round isolates \(p_3\) and causes it to lag behind.

4.2 Modeling Process Faults

ByzzFuzz bounds the scope of arbitrary process faults using two key approaches to produce faulty messages: First, we consider structure-aware mutations that only produce messages that are syntactically valid. Second, we apply small-scope mutations that mutate the messages by modifying the content of the correct messages with small perturbations.

Structure-aware mutations. Our algorithm injects arbitrary process faults into an execution by omitting or mutating messages sent from a faulty process. A straightforward method for mutating the messages uses random bit-level mutations to their serialized representations. However, such mutations will only exercise the message deserialization or parsing logic and most likely be discarded by the receiver processes.

Inspired by the high-level mutations used in input fuzz testing [Padhye et al. 2019; Park et al. 2020; Pham et al. 2020, 2021], we corrupt the messages sent by a faulty process by applying structure-aware high-level mutations to the messages. As opposed to random bit-level mutations, structure-aware mutations preserve the valid structure of the protocol messages. Hence, they can go deep into the protocol execution logic instead of only exercising the message parsing logic, and they can test the behavior of processes when they receive incorrect messages.

Our algorithm uses a set of structure-aware mutations that modify the values of the message fields as provided by the programmer. The algorithm mutates a message by omitting it or applying a randomly chosen structure-aware mutation among the set of mutations provided by the programmer. We give the set of structure-aware mutations we used for testing PBFT, Tendermint, and Ripple in Table 1, Figure 4a and Table 4 in Section 5, respectively.

Small-scope mutations. A challenge in mutating the value in a message field is the enormous set of its possible valuations. Instead of mutating a message field by replacing its value with an arbitrary one, we apply small-scope mutations. These mutations modify the value of a field with a small deviation from either its original value, e.g., increasing or decreasing the value of a number field up to a small value, or in time, e.g., by repeating a proposal value from a previous message.

Besides reducing the sample set of mutations, small-scope deviations to the original values of the message fields test the boundary values of the fields, making the mutated values more likely to collide with the previous or subsequent rounds of the protocol. In our implementation and evaluation, we mutate number-valued message fields in value, by only incrementing or decrementing them. For hash-valued fields, we use either a small-scope mutation in value (i.e., the hash of a transaction that applies a small-scope mutation to the original transaction) or in time (i.e., the hash of a transaction executed in the previous round).

Example 2. In the execution in Figure 2, we mutate the sequence number of the PRE-PREPARE message by incrementing its value. This small-scope mutation is sufficient to expose the error in the message handling, which causes the processes not to check whether the proposal they promised for a sequence number matches with the proposal they prepare and commit later.
Note that the bug manifests as an agreement violation using small-scope mutations but not necessarily by replacing the sequence number with some arbitrary value. The violation occurs in an execution where a process receives a proposal with an incorrect sequence number, and later in the execution, the processes decide to commit another proposal for the same sequence number. The problem does not manifest in the executions where (i) the mutated sequence number is not in a predefined watermark window which causes the PRE-PREPARE message to be discarded, or (ii) the mutated sequence number is not used later for committing another proposal.

Similarly, in the next example in Figure 3b, we mutate the sequence number of the VALIDATION message by simply incrementing its value. This small-scope mutation exposes the error in the message handling, which causes the receiving process to move to an inconsistent state.

4.3 The Testing Algorithm

ByzzFuzz injects network partitions and arbitrary process faults into an execution with a set $P$ of processes that execute a given set of client requests.

Algorithm 1 shows how ByzzFuzz randomly samples network and process faults and injects them into an execution. It takes three input parameters: $c$, a bound on the number of protocol rounds in which a faulty process sends mutated messages, $d$, a bound on the number of network partition faults, and $r$, a bound on the number of rounds, among which the faults will be distributed.

The algorithm keeps a network partition fault as a pair $\langle round, partition \rangle$ that corresponds to the round number and a set partition of $P$, modeling the network partition. The algorithm simulates the network fault by dropping the messages exchanged between the isolated processes. Similarly, it keeps the process faults as a triple $\langle round, procs, seed \rangle$ where $round$ is the round number in which the faulty process sends mutated messages (or omits them), $procs$ is the set of receivers of the mutated messages, and $seed$ is the random seed to determine how to mutate the message. The algorithm mutates a message of a faulty process by (i) randomly choosing a mutation using $seed$ among the mutations provided by the programmer for that message type, and (ii) mutating the messages delivered to $procs$ using the selected mutation.

For randomly sampling network and process faults, we use the following auxiliary functions:

- randomElementFrom: Chooses an element from the given set uniformly at random.
- randomPartitionOf: Chooses a partition of the given set uniformly at random. We sample from a uniform distribution of all possible partitions of the set of processes $P$ by sampling from the precomputed set of partitions for small-sized clusters and using the urn model sampling algorithm [Stam 1983] for larger sets.
- randomSubsetOf: Chooses a subset of the given set uniformly at random.

In the onInit procedure, the algorithm randomly samples $d$ network partition faults (line 3) by randomly selecting a round from $r$ rounds and a partition from the set of partitions of $P$. Then, it randomly chooses $f$ processes to be faulty and randomly samples which messages from the faulty processes will be mutated.\(^3\) For each of the $c$ rounds with process faults, the algorithm randomly chooses a round in which the mutation occurs, the subset of processes that receive the mutated message, and the random seed upon which the mutation is based.

**Intercepting Messages.** When a process sends a message, the onMessage procedure is called with the message-in-flight as a parameter. Our algorithm uses the helper functions $\text{rnd}(m)$, $\text{sender}(m)$, and $\text{recv}(m)$, which return the round number, the sender process, and the receiver process of the message $m$, respectively, and use this information to decide whether to drop or mutate a message. A round of a protocol is identified by protocol-specific metadata that is contained in the protocol messages (e.g., PBFT protocol messages contain the view number, sequence number, and

\(^3\)For simplicity, we present the algorithm for $f = 1$ faulty process, but it is easy to extend it for multiple faulty processes.
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Input: A bound $c$ on the #rounds with process faults
Input: A bound $d$ on the #rounds with network faults
Input: A bound $r$ on the #rounds with faults

/* round, and a partition of $\mathcal{P}$ */
Data: networkFaults: Set([Int, Set(Set($\mathcal{P}$))])
/* round, a subset of $\mathcal{P}$, and a seed */
Data: procFaults: Set([Int, Set($\mathcal{P}$), Int])

1 Procedure onInit()
   /* sample network faults */
   networkFaults ← ∅
   for $i := 1$ to $d$
      round ← randomElementFrom([1, $r$])
      partition ← randomPartitionOf($\mathcal{P}$)
      networkFaults += (round, partition)
   /* sample process faults */
   procFaults ← ∅
   for $i := 1$ to $c$
      round ← randomElementFrom([1, $r$])
      procs ← randomSubsetOf($\mathcal{P}$)
      seed ← randomElementFrom($\mathbb{Z}$)
      procFaults += (round, procs, seed)

14 Procedure onMessage($m$)
   if (rnd($m$), $\pi$) ∈ networkFaults and isolates($\pi$, sender($m$), recv($m$)) then
      /* do nothing, drop the message */
   else if sender($m$) = $p_{byz}$ and $((\text{rnd}(m), \text{recv}(m) \cup \_.., \text{seed}) \in \text{procFaults})$ then
      /* mutate and send the message */
      $M ← \text{mutate}(m, \text{seed})$
      send(recv($m$), $M$)
   else
      send(recv($m$), $m$)

Algorithm 1: Random injection of $c$ process faults and $d$ network partition faults into $r$ rounds of protocol execution.

the protocol verb of their rounds). We associate the round of a message with the round of its sender, i.e., the maximal round in which its sender sent or received a message. Hence, we apply the same faults to the retransmissions of a message that are sent in the same protocol round, but allow their nonfaulty delivery if they are repeated in a later round to synchronize the lagging processes.

The algorithm checks whether the message will be dropped by checking whether the sender and the receiver processes are isolated by a network partition in that round (line 15). If the message is not dropped, the algorithm checks whether the message will be mutated (line 16). For this, it checks whether the message belongs to a round with process faults, the sender of the message is a faulty process, and the receiver is in the set of receivers of the mutated messages. If this is the case, the algorithm mutates the message by applying a randomly selected mutation among a predefined set of mutations (line 17) and delivers the mutated messages (or an empty set of messages for omission) to the receivers (line 18).
**Global vs. Subjective Trust.** Traditional consensus protocols make a global, symmetric trust assumption, *i.e.*, the processes trust all other processes in the cluster and run consensus rounds to form a quorum. For these algorithms, ByzzFuzz selects the subset of receivers of a mutated message from the set of all processes, $\mathcal{P}$. For simplicity, we write Algorithm 1 for this assumption. Different from the traditional assumption of global trust, some blockchain systems, such as Ripple [Schwartz et al. 2014] and Stellar [Lokhava et al. 2019], assume subjective, asymmetric trust [Cachin and Tackmann 2019] with an aim to offer open network membership. The processes in these systems do not necessarily trust all the processes in the cluster, but they can make their own subjective trust assumptions. That is, each process $P_0, \ldots , P_M$ in the cluster declares a list of processes they trust, *i.e.*, $P_0 \subseteq \mathcal{P}, \ldots , P_M \subseteq \mathcal{P}$, respectively. Then, the processes $P_0, \ldots , P_M$ do not run the consensus rounds to form a quorum globally by $\mathcal{P}$, but by the subsets of processes they trust, *i.e.*, $P_0 \subseteq \mathcal{P}, \ldots , P_M \subseteq \mathcal{P}$.

For the consensus protocols with subjective trust, the testing algorithm first selects one of the sets $P_i$ from $P_0, \ldots , P_M$, each of which is trusted to reach consensus, then samples a subset of $P_i$ to send the mutated messages to.

### 4.4 Correctness Specification

We check the correctness of the test executions by using the correctness specification of consensus protocols, *i.e.*, termination, validity, integrity, and agreement (see Section 2.2). For termination, we check its bounded variant, bounded termination, considering an execution to violate it if the consensus is not reached (or a client request is not processed) within a bounded amount of time.

Most BFT consensus protocols guarantee safety for both synchronous and asynchronous networks (with arbitrary message delays) but guarantee termination in the existence of (partial) synchrony [Dwork et al. 1988]. We check the consensus properties assuming a partially synchronous network that eventually behaves synchronously. We simulate this network model by recovering all the network faults after some duration of time, allowing the system to deliver all the messages to their recipients. Note that during this recovery period, Byzantine processes may still mutate messages. After all client requests in the test harness are completed or when the execution time exceeds some predefined timeout duration, we check for the correctness properties on the execution trace of exchanged messages.

### 4.5 Implementation

ByzzFuzz can be implemented on top of a network interception layer, which intercepts the in-transit messages of the protocol execution and decides whether to drop or deliver messages with/without mutation. The implementation of ByzzFuzz requires (i) intercepting the protocol messages exchanged between the processes of the system, (ii) implementing the fault injection algorithm to run on the intercepted messages, and (iii) implementing a set of possible mutations on the protocol messages.

The major implementation effort for building ByzzFuzz is building the interception layer, *i.e.*, instrumenting the system under test to redirect the protocol messages to an interception layer instead of delivering them to the recipients directly. The layer captures the in-transit messages, and it can control whether to lose them or deliver them to the recipients.4

Algorithm 1 can be implemented on top of the interception layer to enforce a given fault configuration in the system execution. The implementation of the algorithm requires background knowledge about the protocol under test to extract the round information. In particular, the function $\text{rnd}(m)$ (on lines 15-16 in Algorithm 1) needs information about the protocol to compute the protocol.

---

4In this work, we implemented the interception layer for PBFT and Ripple and used the Netrix framework [Nagendra 2022] available for Tendermint to intercept its messages.
round of a message based on the content of its fields (e.g., sequence number, protocol verb). Given the round, sender, and receiver of the message, the algorithm decides to drop a message, mutate it, or directly deliver it to its recipient.

The set of possible mutations is provided to the algorithm by implementing a mutator interface with a mutation method, parametrized by the message type and a random seed to select a mutation of that message. We provided the message mutation methods manually in our implementation; however, it can also be automated, i.e., to apply certain types of mutations to certain typed message fields. When the algorithm decides to mutate a message, it simply calls the interface method (on line 17 in Algorithm 1) with the in-transit protocol message and the random seed. Then, it delivers the mutated message to its recipient. For the fault injection framework to deserialize, mutate, and again serialize the faulty messages sent by the Byzantine processes, we provide the cryptographic keys of the processes to the fault injection layer.

For each test execution, we collect the execution trace of the protocol messages that are dropped, mutated, or delivered on the interception layer. We check for the consensus properties on the collected execution histories and report the traces and the violations to the user as the test output. Root causing of the reported violations requires manual analysis of the test outputs.

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We present an empirical evaluation of ByzzFuzz on the open-source production implementations of two popular blockchain systems, Tendermint and Ripple, available on GitHub in [Tendermint 2021], and [XRPLF 2021], respectively. As these implementations are well-tested and mature, we also apply ByzzFuzz to a simple implementation of PBFT we found on GitHub [Cao. 2020], which we expect to contain more implementation bugs. Our evaluation aims to answer the following research questions.

RQ1. Is ByzzFuzz effective at detecting Byzantine fault-tolerance bugs in consensus implementations?

RQ2. How does the bug detection performance of ByzzFuzz compare to a baseline fault injection algorithm that arbitrarily injects network and process faults?

RQ3. Are small-scope message corruptions sufficient to manifest Byzantine fault-tolerance bugs in consensus implementations?

Methodology. We address RQ1 by testing the implementations of PBFT, Tendermint, and Ripple using different test parameters for the number of network and process faults. For each test configuration, we report the number of violations by checking bounded termination, validity, integrity, and agreement properties for consensus.

For RQ2, we implement a naive baseline network and process fault injection algorithm and compare the performance of ByzzFuzz to that of the baseline algorithm. The baseline algorithm extends the state-of-the-art network fault injection methods (such as Jepsen [Kingsbury. 2022]) with the injection of Byzantine process faults. Different from ByzzFuzz, the baseline algorithm arbitrarily injects network and process faults without the restriction to round-based structure-aware small-scope mutations.

In our evaluation, we use a baseline algorithm instead of an existing method as the baseline since there are no Byzantine process fault-injection tools available that apply to our target systems. To the best of our knowledge, the only existing work that generates test cases to detect Byzantine-fault tolerance bugs is Twins [Bano et al. 2021]. Twins is implemented for DiemBFT, and it is available in the production repository of Diem [Diem 2021]. Our evaluation does not empirically evaluate Twins since its implementation is tightly bound to the implementation of the system under test [Diem 2021], and it is not available for Tendermint, Ripple, or PBFT. Porting Twins would likely require
Table 1. Structure-aware corruptions used for PBFT. Mutated values are primed and typeset bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Mutations</th>
<th>Mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩, m</td>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩, m′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩</td>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩, m′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩</td>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩, m′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩</td>
<td>⟨⟨PRE-PREPARE, v, n, d⟩⟩, m′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For RQ3, we compare the effectiveness of small-scope mutations, i.e., mutations that apply small deviations to the original message field values, to any-scope mutations i.e., mutations that modify the value of a message field arbitrarily. We implement any-scope variants of the message mutation methods for PBFT, Tendermint, and Ripple. We then compare the bug detection performances of the two approaches.

5.1 Testing a PBFT Implementation

To check the effectiveness of ByzzFuzz for detecting fault tolerance bugs, we started by testing an implementation of the PBFT protocol we found on GitHub [Cao, 2020]. It is a simple implementation of the protocol logic that avoids the complexities of a production implementation. We expected it to be less well-tested than a production system and likely to contain implementation bugs. We implemented ByzzFuzz for testing PBFT by intercepting the protocol messages in the execution and injecting faults randomly generated by Algorithm 1.

We modeled Byzantine process faults for PBFT using the structure-aware mutations in Table 1. We mutated the view number (v), sequence number (n), or the requested transaction (m). Our mutations do not modify the digest (d) since the computation of digests is omitted in the tested implementation. We implemented the mutations with both (1) small-scope mutations to the values, e.g., by either incrementing or decrementing the numeric value fields, and (2) any-scope mutations that replace the original value of the message field with an arbitrary value. The algorithm randomly selects the faulty process and corrupts the messages from the faulty process using a randomly selected mutation in the randomly chosen rounds to the randomly chosen receiver processes.

Our evaluation detected several bugs in the PBFT implementation. Table 2 shows the test results for varying c rounds with process faults and d rounds with network faults. The fault configurations with c = 0 implies that we do not inject any small-scope or any-scope process faults. For these tests,

---

The mutations can be extended to duplicate or apply multiple mutations at once.

The source code of ByzzFuzz for testing PBFT is available at https://github.com/burcuku/byzzfuzz-pbft.

---

Table 2. Testing the PBFT implementation using \( c \) rounds with process faults and \( d \) rounds with network faults. For each test configuration, we report the detected number of termination (T), validity (V), integrity (I), and agreement (A) violations in the columns. For the tests with \( c = 0 \), we do not inject any small-scope or any-scope process faults and report the number of violations detected by only injecting \( d \) network faults. For the tests with \( c > 0 \), we inject either small-scope (ss) or any-scope (as) process faults and report the number of violations in the ss and as columns, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>faults</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 0, d = 1 )</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 0, d = 2 )</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 1, d = 0 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 1, d = 1 )</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 1, d = 2 )</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 2, d = 0 )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 2, d = 1 )</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c = 2, d = 2 )</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we report the number of violations detected by only injecting \( d \) network faults. For \( c > 0 \), we tested the system with both small-scope (ss) or any-scope (as) process faults. For each configuration of the parameters, we repeated the tests for 200 times using different random seeds. The columns in Table 2 list the number of test executions that detect violations to bounded termination (T), validity (V), integrity (I), and agreement (A), respectively. Note that a test execution may produce multiple violations, e.g., the same execution can violate both agreement (where the processes diverge in their decisions for a user request) and bounded termination (where they fail to make an agreement for another user request). The last column lists the total number of executions with a violation.

**Termination violations.** We marked an execution as a violation of bounded termination if the majority of processes fail to process a client request in 20 seconds. The baseline test executions with termination violations are caused by crashing processes upon parsing errors for syntactically incorrect messages. The baseline algorithm arbitrarily corrupts the protocol messages, which are not properly handled in the simple implementation under test, which, in turn, crashes the processes in the cluster and prevents the processing of the operations. In our experiments, none of the termination violations generated by the baseline algorithm could detect the bugs in the implementation of the protocol logic that are detected by the structure-preserving message corruptions.

The violating executions generated by ByzFuzz detected multiple bugs in the implementation of the protocol logic as well as the known protocol vulnerability described in Section 3, i.e., which results in a liveness violation [Berger et al. 2021]. The violations due to implementation bugs are caused by an error in the assignment of sequence numbers and incorrect processing of prepared certificates. An example violation manifests in the existence of a network partition in a single protocol round, preventing some processes in the cluster from participating in the PREPARE round. The implementation error in the assignment of sequence numbers prevents the processes to reach an agreement in the later steps of the protocol. Another execution manifests the violation in a more complicated scenario where the processes running a VIEW-CHANGE after some network faults do not hear from the leader process and want to move to the next view with the new leader. In order for the new leader to complete the incomplete requests from previous rounds, the processes send the
certificates of the prepared requests in their VIEW-CHANGE messages. An implementation bug in the processing of the prepared certificates causes the processes to omit some prepared certificates in their VIEW-CHANGE messages and not successfully commit the requests with the missing certificates. ByzzFuzz detects that execution by injecting a network fault that leads to a VIEW-CHANGE round and injecting a process fault in the NEW-VIEW round. The bug manifests as a termination violation in which the cluster is prevented from agreeing on the new view and making progress, leading to an unresponsive state.

**Validity violations.** The validity violations are caused by an implementation error that omits the processing of message digests and incorrectly handles the PRE-PREPARE messages. When a process receives a PRE-PREPARE message, it does not check the validity of the client request \( m \) by comparing the message digest \( d \) to \( m \). This causes the processes to accept incorrect proposals sent by the Byzantine leader. In the executions with a faulty leader that mutate the request \( m \) before sending it, the receivers accept an invalid request \( m \) instead of the original one sent by the client.

**Agreement violations.** The violations of agreement occur when processes decide on committing different values with a sequence number. Some agreement violations we detected expose in the execution scenario described in Section 3. Some other agreement violations we detected share the same root causes with some of the termination violations, \( i.e. \), incorrect assignment of sequence numbers, and a missing prepared certificate in NEW-VIEW messages. In these executions, some processes fall behind in committing a request, while others commit the request but omit it in their NEW-VIEW messages. In that case, when a process missing a commit starts processing the message with a new PRE-PREPARE message, it commits the request with a different sequence number.

Other violations share the same root cause as the validity violations, \( i.e. \), a missing check of the message digest that allows the Byzantine leader to send conflicting proposals. When a process receives a corrupted message \( m' \) from the leader at PRE-PREPARE and commits that value, while others receive and commit the correct version of \( m \). In the executions where the majority of the processes commit the corrupted value, the cluster decides on the corrupted value \( m' \), processing a request that is different from the original client request.

**RQ1.** Our experiments on testing PBFT show that ByzzFuzz can detect Byzantine fault tolerance bugs. ByzzFuzz can trigger violations that expose under certain fault configurations. In our tests, it could produce violations that manifest in the existence of (i) only network or message omission faults (as given in Figure 1b), or (ii) only process faults that mutate message contents (as given in Figure 2), or a combination of message omission and corruption (\( e.g. \), a test execution that triggers a termination violation mutates a PRE-PREPARE message and omits a REPLY message).

**RQ2.** We address research question **RQ2** using a baseline fault injection algorithm that drops or arbitrarily corrupts messages at random. As shown in Table 2, we could not detect any safety violations using the baseline fault injector. It could only produce some termination violations due to crashing processes upon receiving syntactically invalid protocol messages, which are not properly handled and crashed the processes in the simple implementation under test.

**RQ3.** To address **RQ3**, we repeated our tests using any-scope variants of the mutations in Table 1, which do not corrupt a message field value by applying a small deviation to its original value but replace the original message values with an arbitrary value. The columns titled with \( ss \) and \( as \) in Table 2 show the detected number of violations using small-scope and any-scope corruptions, respectively. In our evaluation, all the bugs detected by any-scope mutations are also detected by small-scope mutations. For the tests with \( c = 1 \) and \( d = 2 \), the higher number of agreement violations reported by \( as \) is caused by the inherent concurrency nondeterminism. While we did not observe any violations that were detected by any-scope corruptions but not detected by small-scope corruptions, we detected a wider set of violations using small-scope corruptions. For example, the
agreement violation in Figure 2 did not expose under the same configuration using any-scope corruptions. The violation manifests only when the incorrect sequence number in the corrupted message is used in some correct messages in later rounds.

5.2 Testing the Tendermint Consensus Algorithm

The Tendermint algorithm [Buchman 2016; Buchman et al. 2018] is a variant of PBFT that is designed to solve the consensus problem in the blockchain context and optimized for a high number of processes (also called validators). It reduces the complexity of message communication by relying on a peer-to-peer gossip protocol [Demers et al. 1987] among the processes.

The processes agree on committing a block of transactions by running a sequence of PROPOSAL, PREVOTE and PRECOMMIT rounds, where we refer to a sequence of them as an epoch. The PROPOSAL of a block is followed by two voting rounds PREVOTE and PRECOMMIT. A block is committed when at least \(2f+1\) validators PREVOTE and then PRECOMMIT for the same block. The committed blocks are appended to a chain, with one block at each height.

We tested Tendermint v0.34.7 [Tendermint 2021] on a cluster of four nodes. Our implementation of ByzzFuzz intercepts the protocol messages using the Netrix Framework [Nagendra 2022] and injects faults randomly generated by the ByzzFuzz algorithm.

Figure 4a lists the structure-aware mutations we used for testing Tendermint. The protocol message fields include the protocol round, the height of the blockchain \((h)\), and the epoch number \((e)\) for the current height. The fields \(v\) and \(d(v)\) correspond to the proposal value and its hash, respectively. Our mutations modify the current epoch number \(e\) and the proposed value \(v\). Our small-scope mutations increment the epoch number or set the proposal value, the hash value, to nil, which is sent in the rounds with an insufficient valid proposal or prevote messages received. For any-scope mutations, we set the epoch number to a random value and mutate \(d(v)\) by assigning the hash of any other block.

Table 3 shows the number of violations we detected by running 200 tests for each configuration of test parameters in the ranges of \(e = [0, 2]\), \(d = [0, 2]\) and \(r = 10\). We ran each of the tests for a maximum duration of one minute, followed by an additional minute of execution without any network faults (i.e., delivering all messages). We checked for the validity, integrity, or agreement requirements using the commit logs of the processes. We marked an execution as a violation of bounded termination if the cluster fails to achieve agreement at the end of the execution.

While we could not detect any violations of safety, we detected several test executions that failed to terminate within a bounded amount of time. Figure 4b illustrates such a test execution that is

---

5Tendermint terminology uses steps instead of rounds.

8The source code of ByzzFuzz for testing Tendermint is available at https://github.com/wildarch/tendermint-byzzfuzz.
Table 3. Testing Tendermint using small-scope (ss) and any-scope (as) corruptions with varying $d$ number of rounds with network partition faults and $c$ rounds with process faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>faults</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c = 0$, $d = 1$</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c = 0$, $d = 2$</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

produced by injecting a single network partition fault in the PRECOMMIT round of the execution. The network fault partitions the cluster into $\{\{p_0\}, \{p_1, p_3\}, \{p_2\}\}$ that only allows the communication of $p_1$ and $p_3$ in the PRECOMMIT round. In the test execution, the processes did not repeat their attempt to send the PRECOMMIT message and did not make progress after the network is healed. All violations to bounded termination we detected occur due to a similar case with a network partition. We do not encounter any violations with $d = 0$ network faults.

For RQ2, we compared ByzzFuzz to a baseline fault-injection algorithm that drops or corrupts messages arbitrarily at random. As given in Table 3, the baseline algorithm detects many violations of termination and shows comparable performance to ByzzFuzz in our Tendermint tests. Similar to the executions ByzzFuzz detected, the violations occur due to the processes not retrying their attempts when some messages are lost. For RQ3, we repeated our tests using any-scope mutations to messages. Our tests did not detect any violations of safety using either small-scope (ss) or any-scope (as) mutations.

**Analysis of detected violations of termination.** We discussed the violations of termination with Tendermint researchers and developers and concluded that the detected executions break the network assumptions of the Tendermint protocol. Tendermint relies on a gossip communication layer that implements reliable broadcast, which assumes eventual delivery of the messages even in the existence of network partitions. Therefore, it requires buffering the messages and resending them in the communication layer so that the messages can be delivered after the network recovers [Buchman et al. 2022, 2018]. The fault injection in our implementation does not buffer the messages sent during a network partition and does not ensure their delivery after the network heals. It only delivers messages that are sent after the network recovers. Hence, it does not satisfy the delivery guarantees of the gossip communication assumed by Tendermint. While the detected buggy executions cannot occur on a network that satisfies the assumed delivery guarantees, they can occur in real-world networks that may violate the assumptions (e.g., due to an overflow in the message buffer). Therefore, we report these executions as potential violations of termination.

### 5.3 Testing the XRP Ledger Consensus Protocol of Ripple

The XRP Ledger Consensus Protocol (XRP LCP) [Schwartz et al. 2014] is developed for the Ripple XRP Ledger (XRPL), a blockchain-based distributed payment system.

As explained in Section 3.2, the processes running the protocol receive and disseminate transactions from the clients, and run PROPOSAL and VALIDATION rounds for agreeing on the next ledger
to append to the blockchain. Our implementation of ByzzFuzz intercepts the protocol messages in the execution and injects faults randomly generated by the algorithm.9

Different from the traditional consortium-based consensus algorithms with a common global trust assumption for all validators, Ripple assumes subjective distributed trust [Cachin and Tackmann 2015; Cachin and Zanolini 2021]. The processes in the Ripple network declare the list of the validators they trust in a so-called Unique Node List (UNL) and only consider the proposals from their trusted set of validators for voting. While subjective trust brings some advantages, it makes the system more vulnerable to agreement violations that can cause forks in the network. The original design of the algorithm [Schwartz et al. 2014] states that the protocol ensures consensus given that the UNLs have a minimum 20% overlap in their trusted lists of validators. However, later analyses [Armknecht et al. 2015; Chase and MacBrough 2018] suggest stricter requirements on their overlap.

We tested Ripple v1.7.2 [XRPLF 2021] using a UNL configuration that meets the UNL overlap requirements specified in its whitepaper [Schwartz et al. 2014]. In particular, we used the configuration given in [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020] that is theoretically described to violate the agreement property under some fault configurations.

We ran Ripple in a network of seven processes \{p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6\}, each of which has five of the processes in their UNL. The processes \{p0, p1, p2\} trust \(UNL_1 = \{p0, p1, p2, p3, p4\}\) and \{p4, p5, p6\} trust \(UNL_2 = \{p2, p3, p4, p5, p6\}\). This is a valid configuration w.r.t. the protocol description [Schwartz et al. 2014] since it has 60% overlap in its UNLs.

We modeled Byzantine process faults using the structure-aware mutations in Table 4. We mutated the amount of a transaction (\(amt\)), the set of transactions proposed or validated (\(txs\)), the identifying hash (\(id\)), and the sequence number (\(i\)). We implemented the small-scope mutations by incrementing the numeric fields and replacing a hash with the most recent value in the network. For any-scope mutations, we assigned a random value to a numeric field and replace a hash with one chosen at random from all of the previously encountered hashes in the execution. We simulated network partitions by withholding messages between the isolated processes until the network recovers. This models the reliability guarantees of the TCP channels in the overlay network assumed by Ripple implementation.

Table 5 lists the results of testing Ripple with \(n = 7\) processes, injecting \(c = [0, 2]\) process and \(d = [0, 2]\) network faults distributed among \(r = 6\) rounds. We ran 300 tests for each configuration.

ByzzFuzz detected several executions that violate termination and two executions that violate agreement, including a previously unknown implementation bug that manifests as a termination violation, materializing the termination and agreement violations described in recent work [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020; Chase and MacBrough 2018], and a new variant of the described agreement violation.

9The source code of ByzzFuzz for testing Ripple is available at https://github.com/SERG-Delft/ConsensusTesting/tree/ analyzer.
Table 5. Testing Ripple using *small-scope* (ss) and *any-scope* (as) mutations with varying \(d\) rounds with network partitions and \(c\) rounds with process faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>faults</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 0, d = 1)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 0, d = 2)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 1, d = 0)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 1, d = 1)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 1, d = 2)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c = 2, d = 0)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that results in a different fork in the cluster. The experimental results support the effectiveness of ByzzFuzz in detecting previously known and unknown bugs, addressing \textbf{RQ1}.

For \textbf{RQ2}, we tested Ripple with a baseline fault-injection algorithm that drops or corrupts messages arbitrarily at random. The baseline algorithm could only detect some termination violations, which share the root cause of the violation given in [Chase and MacBrough 2018]. However, it could not detect the termination violation presented in Section 3.2 or any agreement violations.

The experimental results support the effectiveness of small-scope mutations compared to any-scope mutations, addressing \textbf{RQ3}. The termination violation presented in Section 3.2 can only be detected using small-scope mutations of the sequence number but not with any-scope mutations.

\textbf{Analysis of detected violations.} We analyzed the test execution traces that violate termination or agreement and discovered two previously unknown violation scenarios as well as reinstating some known scenarios from [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020; Chase and MacBrough 2018]. We reported the two new violation scenarios to Ripple’s developers, and they confirmed them. One of the violations is caused by an implementation error in the source code, whose fix will be included in version 1.10.0. The second violation is caused by an insufficient overlap in the UNLs. Since it can be avoided by a network configuration with a higher percentage of UNL overlap, it does not require any fix in the source code. In the rest of the section, we summarize four different violation scenarios ByzzFuzz detected in Ripple.

\textbf{Violation of termination (1).} This is the violation of termination explained in Section 3.2 that is caused by an implementation bug in Ripple’s source code. The current protocol implementation processes the incoming VALIDATION messages based on the expected scenario with correct processes in mind. It does not sufficiently check the content of the message and mishandles it in case a Byzantine process sends a message with the sequence id of the next ledger.

The bug occurs when ByzzFuzz applies a process fault to the VALIDATION message, mutating \((\text{VALIDATION}, \text{hash}_i, \text{txs}, i, \text{pre}, t)\) to \((\text{VALIDATION}, \text{hash}_i, \text{txs}, i+1, \text{pre}, t)\). When a process receives that message after reaching a quorum of 80% for ledger \(i\), the checkAccept method (Algorithm 2) causes it to transition into an invalid internal state. This is because, although Ripple has a list of checks for the sequence number, the current implementation does not sufficiently check whether the provided hash \(\text{hash}_i\) matches the sequence number \(i + 1\). Therefore, it incorrectly considers the altered pair of hash \((\text{hash}_i)\) and sequence number \((i + 1)\) as the identifier of the last valid ledger, keeping it in the local variable \(mLastValidLedger\) (see the checkAccept method in Algorithm 2).

Since the information in \(mLastValidLedger\) is corrupted, the consistency check for the ledger in the received message fails. The correct processes send a VALIDATION message only for a ledger that
is a descendant of the last fully-validated ledger. This is ensured by the areCompatible method, which checks whether the current ledger (view) is compatible with the last fully-validated ledger stored in mLastValidLedger. The sequence number of the current ledger, \( i + 1 \), is equal to the sequence number of the corrupted ledger in mLastValidLedger, \( i + 1 \). This is the consequence of the small-scope corruption incrementing \( i \) by only one. However, their hashes hash\(_i\) and hash\(_{i+1}\) are different, making the check fail. This causes the process to not participate further in the consensus algorithm and prevents the cluster from making further progress in the consensus.

The areCompatible method always returns true for sequence numbers below the one stored in mLastValidLedger. Hence, the bug will only manifest once the correct process reaches the mutated index from the Byzantine VALIDATION message. Small-scope corruptions expose the bug almost immediately, whereas with any-scope mutations, this can take an arbitrary amount of time.

We reported the bug to Ripple’s developers, and they confirmed it, and the source code is fixed.\(^{10}\)

The fix correctly processes the incoming VALIDATION messages, preventing the Byzantine attack.

1 Procedure checkAccept(hash, seq)
2 validations ← validations(validators, hash)
3 if \([0.8 \cdot |validators|] \leq |valCount|\) then /* check quorum for hash */
4 | if seq > mLastValidLedger.seq then /* check if ledger is newer */
5 | mLastValidLedger ← (hash, seq)
6 Procedure areCompatible(view, mLastValidLedger)
7 seq ← mLastValidLedger.seq
8 hash ← mLastValidLedger.hash
9 if seq = seq(view) ∧ hash ≠ hash(view) then
10 | return false /* incompatible ledger */ */
11 else if seq < seq(view) ∧ hash ≠ ancestorHash(view, seq) then
12 | return false /* incompatible following ledger */ */
13 return true

Algorithm 2: Excerpts from the Ripple source code. The method checkAccept checks if the specified ledger can become the new last fully-validated ledger (mLastValidLedger), and areCompatible checks whether the current view is compatible with mLastValidLedger.\(^{12}\)

Violation of termination (2). ByzFuzz detected another test scenario that causes a violation of termination in the existence of a single process fault. Unlike the previous termination violation, which can occur in any network configuration, this violation occurs when the processes in the network trust in different sets of processes (UNLs).

A test execution producing the violation is illustrated in Figure 5a. During the dissemination of a transaction \( T \), the Byzantine process \( p3 \) corrupts the transaction it sends to the processes \( \{p1, p2\} \). The processes trusting UNL\(_1\) (shown by the purple box) do not achieve a majority on any transaction and close their ledger with an empty set of transactions (the grey arrows in PRP\(_i\)). In the meantime, \( \{p4, p5, p6\} \) close the ledger containing \( \{T\} \). In the validation round, \( \{p0, p1, p2\} \) try to validate the empty ledger (shown with grey arrows), and \( \{p4, p5, p6\} \) try to validate the ledger with \( \{T\} \) (shown with blue arrows). While UNL\(_1\) reaches quorum and continues to make progress, the processes in UNL\(_2\) get stuck. The execution materializes a scenario that is similar to the stuck network scenarios described in [Chase and MacBrough 2018] and [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020].

\(^{10}\)https://github.com/XRPLF/rippled/pull/4424

\(^{12}\)The pseudocode is based on the checkAccept and areCompatible methods in Ripple’s source code.
We also detected a slightly different version of the execution in Figure 5a, where the divergence occurs due to a network fault. In this execution, the processes that close the ledger with an empty transaction do not end up with an empty one due to receiving a conflicting transaction but because they do not receive any transaction before closing their ledgers. The execution results in a similar divergence in process votes and causes a violation of termination. The baseline fault injection algorithm could also detect this violation in two test executions.

Violation of agreement (1). ByzFuzz detected a violation of agreement that materializes a previously known attack scenario theoretically described in [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020]. Additionally, ByzFuzz produces another violation in a similar test execution but one that results in a different cluster state. For brevity, we describe the new variant we detected.

Violation of agreement (2). We illustrate the new variant in Figure 5b. During the dissemination of the received transactions, the faulty process $p3$ sends an incorrect transaction to $\{p1, p2\}$ and proposes it in the subsequent round (red arrows, TX, PRP$_1$). The disagreement over $\{T\}$ and $\{T'\}$ in $UNL_1$ causes the processes to propose $\emptyset$ (grey arrows). $\{p0, p1, p2\}$ close and validate ledger $i$ with no transactions after reaching 80% agreement, whereas $\{p4, p5, p6\}$ only close but not fully-validate ledger $i$ containing $\{T\}$ (green arrows). $UNL_1$ proposes $\{T\}$ and $UNL_2$ proposes $\emptyset$ for the next ledger. $UNL_1$ closes and validates ledger $i + 1$ with $\{T\}$ due to the VALIDATION messages from $\{p0, p1, p2, p3\}$. The mutated VALIDATION message $p6$ receives from $p3$ allows $p6$ to see 80% agreement for its version of ledger $i + 1$, which does not contain any transactions. This creates a fork in the network, with processes diverging in their ledgers of committed transactions.

We can extend this scenario as shown in Figure 6. The extension allows an adversary to bypass Ripple’s algorithm for detecting Byzantine behavior, which checks for conflicting VALIDATION messages. After the submission of $T'$ and $T$ to $UNL_1$ and $UNL_2$, respectively, $p3$ begins to show split behavior for proposals. Further, it alternates between agreeing with $UNL_1$ during even-indexed ledgers and $UNL_2$ during odd-indexed ledgers for validations. As sending a VALIDATION message for some ledger $i$ entails implicit agreement with all of its preceding ledgers, it is sufficient for $p3$ to only agree to every other ledger and still ensure that the two forks make progress.

The variant differs from the violation [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020], as it allows the Byzantine process to go undetected. In the known violation scenario, the fork in the cluster is caused by committing two different ledgers, one with the correct transaction and the other with the mutated transaction. The Byzantine behavior will be detected by Ripple’s algorithm, which checks for conflicting VALIDATION messages. In contrast, in the new violation, the Byzantine process does not send conflicting VALIDATION messages, and it will not get reported as Byzantine.
We reported the new violation scenario to Ripple’s developers, and they confirmed it. The violation occurs due to insufficient overlap between the UNLs and can be avoided by a UNL configuration with a higher percentage of overlaps [Chase and MacBrough 2018]. While this vulnerability does not require a fix in the source code, the developers expressed interest in uncovering and analyzing such execution scenarios.

5.4 Summary of the Evaluation

We observe that ByzzFuzz is effective at detecting Byzantine fault-tolerance bugs in large-scale system implementations. To summarize, ByzzFuzz managed to discover several bugs that violate Byzantine fault tolerance of PBFT, Tendermint, Ripple:

- A liveness violation in the PBFT protocol which was described in [Berger et al. 2021].
- Three implementation bugs in the simple implementation of PBFT in [Cao. 2020] due to (i) incorrect assignment of sequence numbers in the protocol messages, (ii) incorrect processing of prepared certificates, and (iii) missing implementation of message digests.
- A potential protocol vulnerability in Tendermint, which is caused by not resending messages which can be lost due to network faults. We call it a potential violation since Tendermint assumes reliable delivery of the messages over gossip protocol, and the violation occurs only if the assumption is not satisfied by the underlying network.
- Two protocol vulnerabilities in Ripple previously described in [Amores-Sesar et al. 2020; Chase and MacBrough 2018] as well as a new variant of the agreement vulnerability. The vulnerabilities are caused by an insufficient overlap in the UNL configurations and can be avoided by network configurations with a higher ratio of overlap in the UNLs.
- A new implementation bug in the production code of Ripple, which insufficiently checks the message content before processing it, leading to a Byzantine fault-tolerance bug. The developers confirmed the bug, and the source code is fixed.

Except for the potential protocol vulnerability in Tendermint and a known protocol vulnerability in Ripple that causes a violation of termination, the bugs in the protocol logic could not be detected by the baseline fault injection algorithm.

Our evaluation also shows that ByzzFuzz’s small-scope mutations are sufficient to expose all bugs. Moreover, some bugs are exposed only with small-scope and not arbitrary mutations. In particular, the violation in Figure 2 and a new violation in Figure 3b we discovered in Ripple expose using small-scope mutations. These bugs can be detected by any-scope mutations only with a lower likelihood. That is, provided that any-scope mutations form a valid message (e.g., with a sequence number in an expected watermark interval), they can trigger the bugs we found in a sufficiently long execution that reaches the processing of a block/ledger with the incorrect sequence number.

6 RELATED WORK

Although it has been decades since Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols were first proposed, some vulnerabilities have been discovered only recently and research on testing implementations is still
in its infancy. Except for a few works we will discuss, the existing techniques test system executions against concurrency, network faults, or benign process faults.

Several works focus on systematic exploration of distributed system executions [Deligiannis et al. 2016; Gunawi et al. 2011b; Killian et al. 2007; Leesatapornwongsa et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2009]. Systematic testing suffers from the state space explosion in the number of possible executions, and the existing methods combat this by employing partial order reduction [Godefroid 1996]. However, reduction to a feasible set of test executions typically requires some system-specific input to specify the system model or to incorporate nontrivial equivalence of system executions.

Alternatively, some existing tools use random or guided search techniques. Jepsen [Alvaro and Kingsbury 2020; Kingsbury. 2022] injects random process isolation or partition faults in the random points of system executions for checking consistency and isolation of distributed databases. Instead of injecting faults at random points, the work in [Dragoi et al. 2020] exploits the round-based protocol structure of the underlying executions for the injection of network faults. Following the fault injection as a service approach [Gunawi et al. 2011a], many systems [Bennett and Tseitlin 2012; Cotroneo et al. 2022; Hadoop. 2009; Izrailevsky and Tseitlin 2011; Kingsbury. 2022; Pogde et al. 2020; Rosenthal 2017] deployed random fault injection toolsets in their production systems.

Guided test generation approaches drive the test executions toward certain fault scenarios. PreFail [Joshi et al. 2011] programmable framework guides fault injection using probabilistic or heuristic approaches. Lineage-driven fault injection (LDFI) [Alvaro et al. 2016, 2015] uses the provenance graph of an execution to inject fault configurations that could prevent correct outcomes. CoFI [Chen et al. 2020] observes the current execution state and injects faults at the program points that are likely to exhibit buggy behavior. CrashTuner [Lu et al. 2019] crashes processes at specific program points where the system meta-info variables are accessed. FCatch [Liu et al. 2018] predicts time-of-fault bugs by observing conflicting operations in the correct executions of the system. Filibuster [Meiklejohn et al. 2021] injects faults into microservice architectures, the work in [Li et al. 2021] captures internal server nondeterminism in addition to network faults, and Siege [Sun et al. 2022] injects faults into cluster management systems (e.g., Kubernetes). Recent work [van Meerten et al. 2023] employs evolutionary algorithms to guide the concurrency test generation for consensus algorithms toward certain system behaviors. However, these works do not address Byzantine process faults and, therefore, cannot detect Byzantine fault-tolerance bugs.


Recent works present fault injection frameworks for testing Byzantine fault-tolerant systems. Netrix [Nagendra 2022] and ZERMIA [Soares et al. 2021] allow developers to write test cases implementing tailor-made faults and testing systems with user-provided execution scenarios.

Closest to our work is a recent method, Twins [Bano et al. 2021], an automated test generator with Byzantine faults. Twins simulates Byzantine behavior by running multiple instances of a process with the same identity (called twins). Twin replicas emulate Byzantine behaviors that were previously observed in known attacks and exhibit three types of faulty behaviors: message equivocation (e.g., sending different proposals to different recipients), double voting, and losing the internal process state. Twins systematically enumerates and exercises attack scenarios using twin replicas. In contrast to Twins, which targets adversarial behavior observed in known attacks, ByzzFuzz tests the system by sampling from the entire space of possible process faults (bounded by the programmer input for message mutations). This enables ByzzFuzz to cover a broader set of faulty processes in addition to equivocation, double voting, and losing the internal state.
Our empirical evaluation does not compare to Twins since it is only available for HotStuff [GitHub 2020, 2022] and DiemBFT [Diem 2021], but not available for PBFT, Tendermint, and Ripple. However, theoretically, Twins cannot detect some violating executions that ByzzFuzz detected. For example, Twins cannot detect the faulty executions in Figure 2 or in Figure 3, which uncovers a new bug in Ripple. These executions require a process fault that corrupts the sequence number of a message with the sequence number of a future round, which cannot be produced by a twin replica. While Twins allows replicas to lag behind by losing some process state, it does not inject faulty messages with the future values of protocol message fields. We believe ByzzFuzz and Twins can be used complementarily, bringing together systematic testing of Twin’s set of adversary behaviors and ByzzFuzz’s sampling from a broader set of faulty process behaviors.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces ByzzFuzz, a new method for finding implementation errors in Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms through randomized testing. Despite its simplicity, ByzzFuzz is effective at discovering fault-tolerance bugs in the implementations of large-scale consensus systems. As far as we are aware, ByzzFuzz is the first automated testing algorithm that could discover previously unknown Byzantine fault tolerance bugs in the production implementations of blockchain systems.

ByzzFuzz provides a simple, practical, yet effective method for automated testing of the implementations of Byzantine fault-tolerant systems. It is applicable to any round-based distributed algorithm, most dominantly consensus algorithms, which are at the core of many distributed systems, including blockchains. We observe that the developers of fault-tolerant systems may ignore unexpected, faulty situations while implementing the algorithms. Therefore, the implementations of systems may not be fault tolerant despite the correctness of the protocol they implement. ByzzFuzz can help discover such bugs in simple test executions by injecting a bounded number of network and process faults into the protocol rounds, where process faults are modeled using structure-aware and small-scope mutations to protocol messages.

ByzzFuzz is an initial step in the randomized testing of Byzantine fault-tolerant systems. Future work will extend the randomized test generation to prioritize certain executions, apply sample set reduction techniques, or guide the test generation toward more complicated test case scenarios.
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